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Abstract 

In today’s world of education, there is a growing interest and emphasis on STEM (Science, 

Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) concepts in the classroom. Montessori education is 

well known for its hands-on, student-direct approach to learning. STEM also encourages hands-

on, active participation from students. The purpose of this action research study is to observe the 

effects of technology and engineering activities on the Montessori environment. More 

specifically, how do these supplemental materials affect student engagement with traditional 

Montessori materials? STEM, more specifically Technology and Engineering, materials were 

introduced into a Montessori Children’s House classroom over a period of five weeks. Data was 

gathered through parent and student surveys, observation journals and a scientific engagement 

checklist in which the teacher observed student engagement with classroom materials over a 

period of at least two minutes. The results show an increase in student engagement overall, but a 

decrease in engagement with Montessori-specific materials. Once the technology and 

engineering activities were introduced into the classroom, the students seemed to gravitate 

toward those materials over traditional Montessori materials. A small-scale study such as this 

would benefit from more time to determine if the attraction to these “new” materials in the 

classroom would diminish over time. However, this study could link STEM activities to higher 

student engagement in the classroom. 
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Study Background 

 The roots of this study can be traced back to the researcher’s background and experiences 

in the field of education. 

 I’m Kristy Fehr, the researcher behind this action research project. After obtaining my 

undergraduate degree in Elementary and Early Childhood Education from the University of 

Wisconsin-River Falls, I spent most of my educational career within the traditional sector. My 

pursuit of a master’s degree in education was mainly due to my interest in obtaining a 

Montessori teacher certification. 

 After years of teaching various grade levels at different schools, I found myself 

continually drawn to the mystery of Montessori education. The Montessori environment 

intrigued me. It was becoming increasingly difficult for me to continue to keep up with the 

demands of public school education while striving to cultivate a developmentally appropriate 

environment for my students.   

 My first interest in STEM education was during my student teaching experience in 

Auckland, New Zealand. The school I was placed had the most technology integration I had and 

have yet to experience. The students had access to computers, digital cameras, digital design 

programs, and more!  

Similar to the student-directed learning that occurs in Montessori classrooms, the students 

at this technology-rich school were able to select their follow-up work after completing an 

assignment. The classroom was bustling with activity. Students would often be working in small 

groups, many of which were completing projects utilizing one of the school’s many forms of 

technology. For example, following the completion of a guided reading curriculum students 

might choose to create a digital animation of the main characters, perform a play depicting the 
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story line complete with video recording and editing or tell the story through pictures using a 

digital camera and creating a slideshow. I know this may not seem impressive in the year 2020, 

so it is important to note that this was nearly two decades ago! I had never witnessed such 

engaged students and self-directed learning.  

 Once I began studying the Montessori method, I instantly saw the connection and 

similarities between what I had witnessed in the technology-rich environment during my student 

teaching overseas and what I was learning about Montessori education. Both Montessori and 

technology seemed to interest and engage students in an unprecedented way. 

Throughout my teaching experiences, I found myself more at home in the preschool 

environment than that of the elementary. After teaching preschool, kindergarten, second and 

third grades, I realized that it wasn’t necessarily just the age of the children, but the classroom 

environment that I was drawn to. It seems widely accepted around the globe that preschool 

classrooms should be play-based and offer choices that involve movement. Structured group 

activities are generally kept to a minimum and the teacher does more “behind the scenes” work 

by prepping and creating materials and activities for students to engage in during what is 

commonly referred to as choice time. The Montessori method revolves around a similar mindset. 

The environment is just as important as the teacher and the student has the ability for self-

directed learning. 

 When researching schools for my own children, I wanted more than what the traditional 

setting offered. I had taught in these environments. I had seen what a struggle it was for some 

students. Yet, there weren’t many other options in my geographic area. 

 That is when my Montessori journey began. I simultaneously enrolled in the University 

of Wisconsin-River Falls Montessori program and began the long and tenuous process of 
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founding a Montessori charter school. Over the course of two years, the groundwork had been 

laid and a new Montessori charter school opened its doors in the fall of 2019. 

 The opening of this new school was in conjunction with the final year of my graduate 

program, so my newly founded school was the logical choice for my action research project. Not 

only was this school founded on Montessori principles, but also the integration of STEM 

components. This action research project is the result of years of preparation, observation and 

study in the areas of both Montessori and STEM education. 

 In my dual role of both Children’s House teacher and the school’s Instructional 

Coordinator, I wanted to research the integration of Montessori and STEM educational models. 

My goal was to dive deeper into this research to build a strong educational model for my new 

school. This study is just the start of what I hope to accomplish in the coming years! 
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A Brief Introduction to STEM Education 

Although the term STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics) Education 

is a relatively new term, it is not a new concept. STEM education has been around for decades, 

in one form or another. Historical events shaped the STEM movement from the Industrial 

Revolution to World War II and the launch of Sputnik. The technologies invented and 

implemented during WWII were almost immeasurable (White, 2014, p. 3). When considering 

historical events and inventions, STEM education seems to have broader implications of global 

competitiveness. Thus, making it a popular topic among nations and education policymakers.  

STEM Education was an initiative created by the National Science Foundation (NSF) and 

was originally called Science, Mathematics, Engineering and Technology (SMET) in the 1990s. 

It wasn’t until the early 2000s that this concept really began to gain momentum (Sanders, 2009, 

p. 20). As society continued to advance, more and more careers requiring STEM knowledge 

were created, thus requiring further training and education in these areas. 

As STEM education has and continues to evolve, there is push for the individual 

disciplines in the acronym to become integrated within a curriculum and not be taught in 

isolation. Integrative STEM education is grounded on the tenets of constructivism and the 

findings of three decades of cognitive science (Sanders, 2009, p. 23). Sanders (2009) goes on to 

explain that they, “provide a context and framework for organizing abstract understandings of 

science and mathematics and encourage students to actively construct contextualized knowledge 

of science and mathematics, thereby promoting recall and learning transfer” (p. 23). 

Today you’ll see STEM programs popping up at a variety of schools throughout the 

world. These programs vary in complexity, but all share the similar aim of educating students to 

become competent citizens prepared for the ever-increasing STEM workforce.  
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A Brief History of the Montessori Method 

 The Montessori method was developed by an Italian woman named Maria Montessori in 

the early 1900’s. Through a series of professional positions at institutions in which she was able 

to care for and observe young children, Montessori began to develop her method of education. 

Although she was a Doctor of Medicine, not a teacher, she had taken a keen interest in these 

young children. She would spend all day with the children and all evening staying up late to take 

notes, compare, reflect and analyze and prepare new materials (Standing, 1998, p. 30).  

 She took some time to continue her understanding of child development by enrolling in 

philosophy, anthropology and psychology classes at the University of Rome, while 

simultaneously teaching medical courses there. In 1907 her preparations allowed her to make 

such a discovery that in just 2 short years, her name was known around the globe.  

Her discovery, seen by others as practically miraculous, happened at a school in the 

slums of Rome, where a Real Estate company decided it would be more cost effective to pay a 

caregiver than clean up after the “little vandals” that were the neglected children of those that 

lived in the building. While parents were off working and older siblings at school, these young 

children were left to their own devices, coloring on walls and causing disturbances. This would 

later be known as, Casa de Bambini, or Children’s Home of San Lorenzo.  

It was during her time at San Lorenzo that she discovered through observation and trial 

and error some fundamental characteristics of children - sustained mental concentration, love of 

repetition and order, predilection for freedom of choice, joy in accomplishment, preference for 

work over play, and finally, a sense of personal dignity. She also discovered there was no need 

for rewards and punishments and that children of such a young age (3-6 years) were capable of 

spontaneous self-discipline and embraced responsibility. With more observation and time, 
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among these initial traits, she also witnessed explosions in writing and reading as well as a high 

interest in math and other academic subjects. Montessori spent the rest of her life traveling and 

educating others in her method. Montessori schools started popping up around the globe. She 

went on to develop an elementary curriculum, known as Cosmic Education with her son, Mario 

Montessori.  

Montessori schools today use many of the same materials that were originally developed 

at the first Montessori school in 1907. The underlying belief is that though times have changed, 

the basis of human development remains constant throughout time. 
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Literature Review 

In today’s educational world, there is a growing interest and emphasis on STEM 

(Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) concepts in the classroom. The Montessori 

curriculum already encompasses the areas of science and mathematics. Upon closer inspection, 

glimpses of technology and engineering can also be seen in the Montessori classroom; from 

studies on simple machines and inventions to the blocks in the Sensorial area. Yet, it is not 

common to think of Montessori education as overlapping with STEM education. Furthermore, it 

is not always common practice to combine both Montessori and additional materials related to 

STEM education. In fact, some believe that true, authentic Montessori curriculum would not 

include new technologies and materials that were not implemented during Maria Montessori’s 

days. 

Technology, in its purest definition is the application of scientific knowledge for practical 

purposes, especially in industry. The word, ‘technology’ that people use today actually refers to 

digital technology. Let us look closely at for example, the following statements:  

• “The computer is, without question, the single, most important tool of modern 

society” (MacDonald, 2016, p. 104).  

• Children are surrounded by electronics and technology so it, “is hardly surprising 

that many preschoolers are eager to master the use of these new technologies” 

(Jones, 2016, p. 10). 

• “In fact, just as the industrial revolution made it necessary for all children to learn 

to read, the technology revolution has made it critical for all children to develop 

the habits of mind associated with high-quality science, technology, engineering, 

and math (STEM) exposure” (McClure et al., 2017, p. 4). 
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When considering technology in the strictest term and included in the common 

understanding of the word in the acronym STEM, simply the use of chairs and scissors would 

qualify as ‘technology’ in the classroom. Technology is much more than iPads, cell phones and 

computers. The hammer and the bicycle are also premiere examples of technology that modern 

day society views as ordinary tools.  

Let’s now examine another component of the STEM acronym: Engineering. The 

definition of engineering is the branch of science and technology concerned with the design, 

building, and use of engines, machines, and structures. Generally, when teaching engineering to 

young children, the Engineering Design Process is used. The Engineering Design Process guides 

children through the steps of identifying a problem, generating ideas, finding a solution, 

creating/designing, evaluating and presenting results.  

Glimpses of engineering concepts can be seen in the Sensorial area of the Montessori 

classroom. Students use large blocks and wooden rods such as the Pink Tower, Brown Stairs, 

and Red Rods. These materials are presented to students with the direct aim of grading and 

visual size discrimination. When given as extension lessons, these materials would meet 

engineering criteria as students are allowed to use them in creative ways! One such extension 

encourages students to use long wooden rods (the Red Rods) to design a maze on the floor that 

students can actually navigate their way through. 

Young children are natural scientists and engineers. Maria Montessori realized this when 

observing her own students, though she did not use those specific terms. Rather, she spoke of the 

importance of the hand as it pertains to experience which fuels knowledge. Montessori also 

believed that education should be preparation for life. She combines these two thoughts in this 
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statement, “His hands under the guidance of his intellect transform this environment and thus 

enable him to fulfill his mission in the world” (Montessori, 1966, p. 81).  

If education truly is preparation for life, then when we consider the rise in STEM related 

careers due to ever-advancing technologies, there may be a place for introducing these concepts 

at the early childhood level. “…the National Research Council has identified three broad 

outcomes for STEM education: an increase in advanced training and careers in STEM fields, an 

expansion of the STEM-capable workforce, and an increase in scientific literacy amongst the 

general public” (Milford & Tippett, 2017, p. 68). It’s no longer a question of whether or not the 

inclusion of STEM occurs but when. Jones responds to the question of young children being 

exposed to STEM education in her six-week 2016 study, “initially, early childhood educators 

feared the use of technology would replace other early childhood activities” (p. 6). This is a valid 

concern. The digital world is ever evolving and its effects on young children are still being 

studied.  

Jones’ study goes on to link student achievement in literacy to digital technology 

implementation in the primary Montessori classroom. Jones (2016) conducted a study in a 

Montessori preschool program with children who have been identified as “at risk.” Jones 

presented 10-15 minute lessons (both in large and small groups) using smartboards and iPads 

with preselected literacy apps and activities. Her post assessments revealed an, “increase in 

language lessons completed each day and an increase in knowledge of letter names and sounds 

by most students” (p. 2). Jones (2016) concluded that implementation of technology in the 

Montessori Children’s House classroom had, “a positive impact on student learning” (p. 30). She 

also noted that her research concluded that there was a 40% increase in student work in the 

language area of the classroom since the technology intervention (p. 27).  
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Angeline Lillard (2012) conducted a study where she examined three environments: A, 

B, and C. Environment A was what she called “Classic” meaning that only Montessori specific 

materials were used. Environment B was a “Supplemented” environment meaning additional 

materials were placed among traditional Montessori materials. Environment C was a 

“Conventional” program, meaning no Montessori specific materials were used. Her findings 

revealed:  

Children in Classic Montessori programs, as compared with children in Supplemented 

Montessori and Conventional programs, showed significantly greater school year gains 

on outcome measures of executive function, reading, math, vocabulary, and social 

problem-solving, suggesting that high fidelity Montessori implementation is associated 

with better outcomes than lower fidelity Montessori programs or conventional programs. 

( p. 379) 

 

Therefore, according to the results of Lillard’s study, the addition of supplemental 

materials would not be advised in the Montessori classroom.  

 

However, there are other studies - though not all Montessori specific - that encourage 

technology and engineering materials in the early childhood classroom. In fact, Cicconi (2014) 

has connected digital technology (more specifically, the internet) to developmental theory,  

Lev Vygotsky’s social developmental theory includes the zone of proximal development 

that relies upon the more knowledgeable other (MKO)…Educators often identify the 

MKO as an advanced peer or an adult in the classroom…In some cases today’s MKO is a 

computer adaptive math program that creates an individualized tutoring series based on 

which incorrect answer they select. (p. 58) 

 

Elkin and Sullivan (2014) conducted a study in which they implemented a robotics 

curriculum in an early childhood Montessori classroom. Their findings support the 

implementation of digital technology and engineering initiatives in the classroom and even claim 

they align with Montessori methodology: “LEGO robotics share similar qualities to some 

Montessori manipulatives including being self-correcting and inquiry based. The LEGO robotics 

kit also appeals to different senses” (p. 163). As well as, “the LEGO unit involved collaboration 
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and teamwork, consistent with Montessori philosophy” (p. 163). It’s further described that, 

“robotics also provides a way to engage young children in problem solving and “debugging” as 

they build and create…When debugging a robotics problem, there is typically not one “right” 

answer, but a variety of ways for children to creatively solve a problem” (p.155 ). Children are 

constructing their own knowledge and understanding as they problem-solve with these materials. 

In the process of “debugging” children change one variable at a time until a solution is found. 

This self-directed learning is a foundational Montessori concept. 

One potential challenge to successful technology implementation in the classroom is the 

knowledge and attitude of the teacher. “Many teachers are embracing this mindset [technology 

implementation], but for many Montessori teachers using digital technologies may seem foreign 

and “One of the most important criteria for successfully implementing a robotics curriculum is 

the teacher’s comfort and confidence with the robotics materials” (Elkin et al., 2014, pp. 154- 

163). It is widely accepted that teachers will need training to implement certain technologies in 

their classrooms. Teachers may need outside expertise to be able to use technology in 

transformative ways (Jones, 2017, p. 26). 

An additional concern is that of technology addiction. There,  

“seems to be an emerging scientific consensus that internet use and video game play has the 

potential to become pathological, with researchers adopting and/or adopting the criteria for 

pathological gambling” (Bavelier et al, 2010, p. 694). To observe this, just try prying a 

smartphone or tablet out of child’s grip! We need to proceed with caution as we integrate STEM 

materials in the classroom and stay abreast of research in this field of psychology and brain 

science. 
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Despite these potential negative impacts of technology, interesting positive effects have 

been identified by others. Research shows that, “children who are exposed to STEM and 

computer programming at an early age demonstrate fewer gender-based stereotypes when 

choosing STEM careers” (Elkin et al., 2014, p. 155). Furthermore, “STEM education is not just 

for those students who will pursue post-secondary education or careers in STEM-related fields” 

(Milford et al., 2017,  p. S81). There are valuable lessons that can be transferred to other life 

skills. In addition, “technology, more specifically the internet, allow teachers to become 

facilitators rather than sources of information” (Cicconi, 2014, p. 59). Montessori education also 

stresses the importance of the teacher being a facilitator of learning. The Montessori method 

emphasizes the importance of both the child and the environment on learning in addition to the 

teacher. The teacher should not be the sole source of information in any educational method. 

In conclusion, research in a variety of settings demonstrates that there is value in using 

hands-on, no-tech materials, in addition to educating our students in the ever-evolving world of 

technology and engineering. Technology can help transform learning when used with innovative 

instructional approaches. Research indicates the best results with technology are when it is 

coupled with other learning experiences (Jones, 2017, p. 9). It no longer makes sense to ask if 

our children should be exposed to computers, but rather when, where and how we introduce our 

children to what kind of computer experience. “Our limiting kids’ computer time would be like 

hunter-gatherer adults limiting their kids’ bow-and-arrow time” (McDonald, 2016, p. 104). 

Although, “human experience is intrinsically multidimensional; almost all experiences are 

“good” in some ways and “bad” in others” (Bavelier, 2010, p. 693). There are a number of 

opinions indicating that the benefits of technology use depend on the content and that, 

technology, in itself is neither good nor bad.  
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What types of technologies and materials are deemed appropriate for the early childhood 

setting? I believe more research needs to be done in this area. I think early childhood teachers 

should focus more on the goals of using each technology/material rather than the material itself. 

At this early age, engineering activities should support the process of children developing 

engineering thinking. Students will begin to observe their environment, identify needs and create 

solutions.  
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Action Research Question 

What is the place for Technology and Engineering in the 3-6 Montessori classroom? 

Subsidiary Questions 

1. What materials are deemed appropriate? 

2. How do these supplemental materials affect student engagement with traditional 

Montessori materials? 

3. Do these supplemental materials impact student achievement? 

 

Purpose 

In today’s world of education, there is a growing interest and emphasis on STEM 

(Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) concepts in the classroom. Experts in the 

field predict a growing need for advanced training and careers in STEM fields. Children are 

natural scientists and engineers, so it makes sense to introduce these areas of interest early. 

Montessori education is well known for its hands-on, student-directed approach to 

learning. STEM also encourages hands-on, active participation from students. Therefore, I 

propose that STEM has a place in Montessori classrooms. Although Science and Mathematics 

are part of the Montessori curriculum, many advances in these areas have been made since Maria 

Montessori’s days in the early 1900’s. Technology and Engineering have significantly changed 

since the creation of the Montessori method.  

In her book, Blocks to Robots: Learning with Technology in the Early Childhood 

Classroom, Bers (2007) writes about the similarities between the early childhood classroom and 

use of technology, 

Constructionism recognizes the importance of “objects to think with” and proposes new 

technologies, from software to robotics, as the new generation of learning manipulatives. 

The potential of using objects to think and learn with has a long-standing tradition in 

early childhood education. (p. 21) 

 

She even pays credit to the prevalent use of manipulatives in the Montessori classroom.  
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When considering both Montessori and STEM in this context they almost seem to be 

interwoven and based on the same underlying principles. Both Montessori and STEM support 

inquiry-based learning and the use of manipulatives to make the abstract more concrete. 

The purpose of this action research project is to experiment with types of technology and 

engineering materials and activities to determine those that are appropriate for the early 

childhood child and evaluate the implementation and effectiveness of these concepts into a 

Montessori classroom. 

 

Montessori/STEM Alignment/Integration 

 To understand how STEM and Montessori complement each other, let’s look in greater 

detail at the first letter in the STEM acronym: Science. 

Science is already a strong focus in the Montessori Children’s House curriculum. In a 

typical early childhood classroom, children are provided with play-based sensory experiences 

with focuses on math and reading disciplines. Students are introduced to numbers and letters, 

might work on patterning and handwriting and usually participate in a group story time. In the 

Montessori early childhood classroom, students are introduced to Botany, Zoology and Physical 

Science as early as age 2 ½ years. Children learn the names and shapes of leaves, they learn the 

animal kingdoms and begin identifying parts of a mammal, fish, reptile and amphibian. They 

learn about land, air and water and categorize between both living and nonliving creatures and 

organisms. These lessons just grow, and the students gain deeper knowledge of these concepts as 

they progress through elementary school. The Five Great Lessons in the Cosmic Curriculum 

(elementary curriculum) bring in yet further opportunities for multiple areas of science including 

astronomy, physics, chemistry, biology and earth science in the Montessori curriculum. 
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According to the National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) 

early childhood instruction should address what children know and what they can learn, through 

an inquiry approach. Everyday life is rich with science experiences, but these experiences can 

best contribute to science learning when an adult prepares the environment for science 

exploration, focuses children’s observations, and provides times to talk about what was done and 

seen (NAEYC 2013, p. 18).   

Let’s look at how the Montessori curriculum can be enhanced through STEM initiatives 

by looking more closely at the Montessori Science curriculum described above. In the 

Montessori early childhood classroom Science and Social Studies are often combined to create a 

curricular area known as Cultural Studies. The Cultural Studies curriculum encompasses the 

areas of Geography, Botany, Zoology, History, and Physical Science. Table 1 outlines some 

common Montessori lessons and ways that STEM initiatives complement and enhance these 

lessons.  

The Montessori Cultural Studies curriculum also focuses on living and non-living 

moving toward the elementary or, Cosmic Curriculum, where students learn about the history of 

earth, the evolution of all life forms, human history including their common fundamental needs 

and collective contributions to society. One of the most basic aims in developing technology 

literate children is to help children comprehend that the natural worlds and human-made world 

are different (ITEA, 2007, p. 24). This lays the basic foundation for children to understand how 

technology helps people. Children will continue to learn how tools can be used to make things 

and carry out tasks, further developing their understanding of technology literacy.  
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Table 1 

Montessori/STEM Curriculum Alignment 

Curriculum Area Montessori Lessons Broad Aims STEM Enhancement 

Zoology  

 

Classification, 

vertebrates/invertebrates, 

living/nonliving, fish, 

amphibian, reptile, 

dinosaurs, bird, 

mammal, human being, 

locomotion, 

reproduction, breathing, 

food, protection 

To give children an 

understanding of the 

species in the world 

around us. 

Videos of each of the 

species in place of 

having the actual, live 

version in the 

classroom. 

 

Locomotion – coding – 

living/nonliving - 

Cubetto 

Botany 

 

Living/Nonliving 

Plant/Animal 

The plant, root, stem, 

leaf, flower, fruit, seed 

To differentiate 

between living and 

non-living organisms, 

understand the needs 

of plants in our 

environment, respect 

for the planet 

Grow lights/design 

indoor planting 

structures/greenhouses 

Geography Physical, cultural, 

economic and political 

geography; continents 

and countries, land and 

water forms, mapping, 

models, climate zones, 

biomes 

To give children an 

understanding of the 

world we live in and 

our place in the 

world. 

LEGO sets - world 

landmarks. 

 

Architecture Blocks – 

to recreate building 

models  

History Measuring time: 

night/day (sun), 

months/seasons, 

manmade instruments, 

life cycles, timelines of a 

child and person 

To help children 

understand the 

concept of time and 

that we can measure 

time in a variety of 

ways/methods 

Intro to electricity; 

Squishy Circuits, Snap 

Circuits, Lights, Solar 

panels 

 

Physical Science Four elements, states of 

matter, earth in space, 

solar system, 

rotation/revolution, sink 

& float, magnetism, 

rainbow/prism, weather, 

natural resources 

To give children an 

understanding of the 

components that make 

up our planet and an 

understanding of our 

solar system.  

Magna Tiles 

(magnetism) 

 

Google Earth (satellite 

view – earth in space) 
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Action Research: Location and participants 

Figure 1 

The Montessori Classroom 

This study took place at a small Montessori 

charter school in the Midwest United States. 

The school serves approximately eighty 

students in grades preschool through fifth 

grade. The study took place during the 

Montessori school’s inaugural year, so all 

students and staff were new and many to 

Montessori education. Students in grades 

kindergarten through fifth grade are part of 

the school’s tuition free public charter school whereas preschool students are part of the school’s 

fee-based early learning program. There are five classrooms on one floor; three Children’s House 

classrooms (housing preschool and kindergarten aged students), one lower elementary classroom 

(housing first and second grade students) and one upper elementary classroom (housing third, 

fourth and fifth grade students). Let us comment on the atypical age divisions for the elementary 

classrooms. Typically, first through third grade is grouped together, called Lower Elementary 

and fourth through sixth grades are grouped together to form the Upper Elementary. The current 

atypical groupings resulted as a response to grade level enrollment and corresponding class 

sizes/student: teacher ratios while this new school is growing. There is also a Special Education 

classroom, gym, library, cafeteria and outdoor playground on the school grounds. 
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The participants of this study include students from one of the Children’s House 

classrooms. The number of students in this particular classroom has fluctuated throughout the 

year, but for the duration of this research study there were 10 students enrolled in the class. Nine 

of these students were enrolled in kindergarten and were either 5- or 6-years of age and one 4-

year-old student was enrolled in preschool. There were four girls and six boys in the class. There 

was one teacher for this class and no assistant teachers. 

 

Action Research: Methodology 

Both qualitative and quantitative data were collected during this action research study to 

determine the effects the technology and engineering activities had on the Montessori learning 

environment and student engagement. Quantitative data obtained by using the National Center 

for Montessori in the Public Sector (NCMPS) student engagement observation form (See 

Appendix E). This two-minute observation form was used three times a week to track student 

engagement in the classroom (See Appendix F). Letter sound and name recognition was assessed 

to track any impact this study had on academic achievement. Qualitative data obtained through 

an observation log (See Appendix H) and journal (See Appendix I) in which three entries per 

week were recorded including annotated student comments, behaviors or general observations of 

the class and/or materials selected (both Montessori and supplemented materials). A student 

survey (See Appendix C)  and parent questionnaire (See Appendix D) were administered both at 

the beginning and end of the study. Unfortunately, due to the unprecedented global pandemic, 

not all post-assessments/tools for data collection were able to be administered.  
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Action Research: Procedure 

Pre-implementation Data Collection 

 For two weeks, baseline data was gathered prior to implementing any new technology or 

engineering materials into the classroom. A survey was conducted among the students and a 

parent questionnaire was administered. The class was observed three times a week, including the 

NCMPS student engagement checklist (See Appendix F) in addition to recording annotated 

student comments, behaviors and general classroom observations in an observation log and 

journal. (See Appendices H & I) 

 Additionally, during these two weeks, materials were prepped for integration into the 

classroom. Careful thought and consideration went into the selection of these materials in 

addition to their presentation to students. Since math and science (from the STEM acronym) are 

already integral components of the Montessori curriculum, the focus was on technology and 

engineering activities. Table 2 depicts a brief overview of the materials that were selected for this 

study as well as the rationale for their selection including how they were introduced to students.  

Further details on each material selected are listed in the next section of this document. 
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Table 2 

STEM Materials and Rationale for Choice 

STEM Materials Implementation 
 (presented to individual students, 

small groups, or whole class) 

Rationale for Choice 

Tablet Computer Whole Class Technology: Literacy Apps to 

boost letter/sound recognition 

 

Apps selected: Starfall ABCs, 

Duck, Duck, Moose 

Architecture Blocks Individually and in Small 

Groups 

Engineering: Design 

Principles/Open-ended 

Magna Tiles Individually and in Small 

Groups 

Engineering: Construction 

Science: Magnetism 

LEGO Bricks Individual Engineering: 

Construction/Creativity/Following 

step-by-step directions 

Squishy Circuits Individual Technology/Engineering: Intro to 

electricity/problem solving 

Cubetto (Coding Robot) Individual Technology/Engineering: 

Computer coding/problem solving 
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Action Research: Implementation Strategies 

Figure 2 

The Technology/Engineering Shelf 

After two weeks of initial baseline data collection, 

it was time to introduce the technology and 

engineering activities into the classroom! 

Montessori materials are carefully displayed on 

low, open shelves. All materials necessary for 

each lesson are grouped together in a visually 

pleasing way to encourage independent student 

use. It was important that these new supplemental 

materials were displayed in a similar fashion. 

Figure 2 contains photographs of the shelf housing 

the technology and engineering materials in the 

classroom. 

The Montessori method relies on a student-centered, hands-on approach to learning. 

Students use manipulatives to gain understanding of a skill or topic. The Montessori Children’s 

House classroom focuses on the concrete as students in this 3-to 6-year-old developmental 

period are not yet ready for abstract concepts. It was important for these technology and 

engineering activities to follow these principles as well. Therefore, devices using a screen were 

not heavily relied upon. In fact, the only material including a screen introduced during this study 

was a tablet computer. This screen-based device was carefully introduced by using pre-selected 

literacy specific apps to observe the potential impact of technology on academic achievement 
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regarding an important early childhood standard: identification of letter name and sound 

awareness.  

The remainder of the materials introduced for the duration of this research project were 

all hands-on in nature. The self-correcting aspect of Montessori philosophy was incorporated 

into these new materials when possible. For example, if the light bulb in the Squishy Circuits set 

didn’t illuminate, the child would have to analyze his/her steps and problem-solve solutions to 

make it light up. 

Figure 3     Figure 4 

Architecture Blocks     Magna Tiles 

Architecture blocks were selected due to their engineering principles and their open-

endedness. Students are only limited to what they can construct by their own imaginations! 

Magnet tiles were selected for a similar purpose, with the extension of bringing in the scientific 

concept of magnetism. These plastic blocks appeal to children in different ways than their 

wooden architecture block counterparts. 

LEGO bricks were selected for their methodical nature of following step-by-step 

directions to create a specific structure. These small LEGO sets only contained the specific 

pieces needed to create a pre-selected structure with printed instructions including both images, 
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numerals and text. The directions, complete with images, served as a self-correcting aspect. If a 

piece was leftover, the student would have to trace his/her steps to figure out where it belonged. 

It was anticipated LEGOS would be a popular work, so a small container of LEGO bricks 

was also introduced. The container of LEGO bricks did not include any directions or pictures, 

therefore encouraged independent designs and creations from students.  

 

Figure 5 

LEGO (Set with Instructions)  

 

 

Figure 6 

LEGO (Free Build) 
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A review of observation logs (See Appendix H) denotes several student comments 

pertaining to the LEGO bricks. Analyzing these comments, it appears that students are proud of 

their work, enjoy working with the material, but are also challenged by it. Students expressed not 

wanting help from others and wanting to complete the work again even if something was hard, or 

a part of the structure kept breaking. Student imaginations are also evident in descriptions of 

robots, bad guys, and secret doors. 

Table 3 

LEGO Student Comments 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Squishy Circuits is a brand name for conductive and insulating play dough to teach the 

basics of electrical circuits. They engage children to learn about electricity and conductivity 

through a series of LED lights and transducers. This work was selected since playdough and/or 

clay are already a common material found within an early childhood classroom. Students are 

familiar with how to manipulate the dough into desired shapes. In Squishy Circuits, playdough is 

the conductor in which students insert LED lights to circuits. When designed correctly the LED 

lights illuminate, for example the snail’s eyes in Figure 7. Similar to the LEGO brick sets, 

Squishy Circuits also come with pre-designed instruction cards, complete with images. This 

LEGO Student Comments 

“Look at what I made!” 

“I’m going to do it again without looking at the directions!” 

“I can build anything if you ask me.” 

“This is hard.” 

“The roof fell off.” 

“No! Don’t touch my work. I don’t need any help. I’m a big 

girl!” [as another student attempted to help] 

“Oh, I forgot to put these on. There we go!” 

“This used to be a plane, but it can transform into a robot. The 

robot can kind of break really easily, but it can go here to go up.” 

“Did I show you the secret door?” 
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encourages student independence, a core Montessori tenant, as the child is able to follow the 

steps on the card rather than rely on direction from a teacher. 

A review of observation logs (See Appendix H) denotes several student comments 

pertaining to the Squishy Circuits. Analyzing these comments, it is perceived that students 

enjoyed working with the material and enjoyed the sensory aspect of working with the dough. 

Many of the comments were student expressions of what was created with the dough and/or how 

it felt. Another student expressed interest in completing the work again while another 

demonstrated the self-correcting aspect of following the steps in the direction card. 

Table 4  

Squishy Circuits Student Comments 

 

  

 

 

 

Squishy Circuits Student Comments 

“This is really squashy!” 

“This needs to be fatter.” 

“A bigger hot dog!” 

“I’m warming my hands up to make them [the dough] warmer.” 

“I’m gonna do it again and I want you to watch me!” 

“Was I supposed to roll this one out? [reviews the direction card] Oh, not yet.” 
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Figure 7 

Squishy Circuits 

Figure 8 

Cubetto The Coding Robot 
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The final material that was selected was an adorable, screen-free robot named Cubetto. 

This material was actually designed with Montessori principles in mind, “Making code tangible 

enabled us to transform the experience of programming into a collaborative, active and physical 

one, reflecting our appreciation for the decades old learning principles set out by Dr. 

Montessori1.”   

This wooden robot which certainly attracts the children does not have a screen but rather 

comes with a floor ‘quilt’ divided into 36 squares that functions similarly to a board in a board 

game. The purpose is to use coding blocks to program Cubetto to move around a mat. For every 

coding block a student places in the control board, Cubetto will move one square or turn ninety-

degrees. Students can navigate Cubetto from a variety of images on the mat such as a castle, tree 

or river. More advanced options exist but they were not part of the present research project. 

Results and Data Analysis 

 Data were collected during the two weeks prior to introducing the technology and 

engineering activities into the classroom and were compared to data collected during the last few 

weeks of the study. Three times a week, classroom observations were recorded using the 

NCMPS student engagement checklist. The observations ranged between two and thirty minutes 

long. The information that was collected included tracking how many students were observed in 

the following categories: 

• Engaging in work 

• Using work as a prop 

• Choosing work 

• Receiving help 

• Wandering/interfering 

• Behaving disruptively 

 
1 Retrieved 4/22/20 from https://www.primotoys.com/whats-good-montessori/ 

https://www.primotoys.com/whats-good-montessori/
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Data collected during the first two weeks of the study is shown in Figure 9 in comparison 

with data collected after the technology and engineering activities were introduced. The three 

observations from each week were averaged together for more concise data and to observe trends 

in student engagement. 

 As more and more technology and engineering materials were introduced to the 

classroom, the rate of students engaged in their work rose. There was a slight decrease between 

weeks four and five, but the level of students actively engaged in their work in week five was 

still greater than that in both weeks one and two before new materials were introduced.  

Figure 9 

Students Actively Engaged in Work 

 
         

 

 The rate of increase in student engagement is further supported in several journal entries 

as the study progressed. (See Appendix I) After reviewing the fifteen journal entries recorded 

during this study, three patterns emerged. First, the supplemental materials were seemingly 
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enjoyed by students. Descriptions of groups of students gathering around a work, smiles on 

faces, and expressed desire to complete a work again were transcribed. Second, the supplemental 

materials seemed to engage students and hold sustained attention. More than one journal entry 

denotates children attending to a material for an extended time – sometimes forty-five minutes or 

more. This is a long attention span for a child of four- or five-years-old. Lastly, the supplemental 

materials appeared to have decreased student selection of Montessori materials within the 

classroom. Table 5 highlights detailed journal entry excerpts depicting student engagement. 

Table 5 

Observation Journal Entry Excerpts on Engagement 

Date Observation Journal Entry Excerpts - Engagement 

2/25 “The magna tiles…seems to be something that keeps them entertained at least and 

quietly working independently.” 

2/26 “It catches all of the children’s attention and they all want to observe students work 

with this new material.” 

2/27 “…it was uplifting to see him keep trying. With other fine motor work…he has a 

tendency to give up when it gets hard, but with LEGOS he kept trying even when it 

was getting frustrating for him.” 

2/28 “I introduced Squishy Circuits today. They were a big hit!” 

3/4 “The students were so excited to see the snail’s eyes light up!” [describing Squishy 

Circuits] 

3/6 “The class is much more engaged than they have been previously.” 

3/9 “My class was really engaged today. They were almost all working independently, 

which isn’t usually the case.” 

3/9 “It has made the classroom environment so much calmer and quieter and easier for 

me to present lessons.” 
 

To gain a further understanding of the increase in student engagement throughout the 

duration of the study, we can also look at the percentage of students engaged in work. For this 

data collection students who were “choosing a work” (in the process of starting a work) or 

“receiving help” were also included. The rationale for this inclusion is this allows us to see those 
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that were engaged in the wide sense of the term versus those that were off task completely. 

Students not engaged would fall under one of the following categories: 

• Using work as a prop 

• Wandering/interfering 

• Behaving disruptively 

 Since this study took place during cold and flu season in a cold Midwest climate, there 

were a number of student absences throughout the study. Reviewing the percentage of students 

on task each week allows us to view the data in a slightly different way than that in Figure 9. 

Rather than comparing the sheer number of students on task each week, we can see the 

percentage of students on task. For example, the previous graph (Figure 9) shows no more than 

seven students on task in any given week. With a full class of ten students, this would not exceed 

70% of class engagement. The following charts (Figures 10-14) show the percentage of students 

on task each week when taken into consideration the students that were present during each 

observation. 

  

Engaged, 
60%

Percentage of Students Engaged 

Week 2

Engaged Not Engaged

Engaged, 
52%

Percentage of Students Engaged 

Week 1

Engaged Not Engaged

Figure 10 

Week 1 

Figure 11 

Week 2 
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Engaged, 
88%

Percentage of Students Engaged 

Week 4

Engaged Not Engaged

Engaged, 
80%

Percentage of Students Engaged 

Week 3

Engaged Not Engaged

Engaged, 
71%

Percentage of Students Engaged 

Week 5

Engaged Not Engaged

Figure 12 

Week 3 

Figure 13 

Week 4 

Figure 14 

Week 5 
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The percentage of students actively engaged in their work increased after the introduction 

of the new technology and engineering materials in Week 3. Even with the slight decline in 

Week 5, there was still a 19% increase in engagement from the first week of the study. 

Journal entries (See Appendix I) and Observation logs (See Appendix H) further describe 

more children on task after technology and engineering activities were introduced. During the 

first two weeks of the study, behaviors such as running through the classroom were noted. After 

the technology and engineering activities were introduced, journal and observation log entries 

(See Appendices H & I) record descriptions of students actively engaged in work.  

To measure the effect these materials had on the Montessori environment, the materials 

that students selected was also tracked.  During each observation a list of the materials in use 

within the classroom was recorded. Figure 15 compares the amount of Montessori materials in 

use in contrast to the amount of technology and engineering materials that were in use during the 

same observations. Weeks 1 & 2 do not show any STEM materials as they were not yet 

introduced.  

Week 3 has slightly more Montessori materials in use than STEM, but it’s important to 

note that not all STEM materials had yet been introduced. Since each new material was 

introduced to individual students or in small groups, it took two full weeks to introduce all the 

new technology/engineering materials.  
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Figure 15 

Materials Selected 

  

 It’s interesting to note the spike in STEM materials in Week 4 (Figure 15) when 

compared to the spike in student engagement (Figure 9) that same week. By the end of Week 4 

all of the new technology and engineering materials had been introduced. Therefore, there were 

more STEM materials available for the students to engage in. Also, since these lessons were 

introduced in a similar manner to other Montessori lessons (generally to one student at a time or 

in small groups of three to four students) many students were still receiving lessons on these new 

materials. Students have a natural inclination to repeat recently presented lessons. Since all of the 

technology and engineering lessons were recently introduced (or currently being introduced) it is 

not surprising that these materials were selected more often than the existing Montessori 

materials. 
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 Even with the rise in STEM materials, Montessori materials continued to be selected. It’s 

not as if these new materials completely replaced what was already established in the classroom. 

Students continued to progress through their Montessori works as well. 

 Observation journal entries (See Appendix I) further support the student selection of 

STEM materials over Montessori materials during the work cycle. As described earlier, three 

patterns emerged after careful study of transcribed journal entries: enjoyment, engagement, and 

decreased selection of Montessori specific materials. Table 6 contains more detailed excerpts 

highlighting the decrease in Montessori specific materials within the classroom due to an 

increase in the selection of STEM materials. These journal entries also suggest that the 

technology and engineering works were selected due to their novelty in addition to the focus that 

was placed on them while lessons were being introduced. 

Table 6 

Observation Journal Entry Excerpts – Material Selection 

Date Observation Journal Entry Excerpts – Material Selection 

2/26 “I’ve decided that some of these new technology and engineering works are going to 

have to be presented in groups as it is very time consuming…” 

2/26 “All week all I’ve been doing is introducing these new [technology/engineering] 

works and our other lessons are at a standstill.” 

2/26 “I’ve noticed that each time I present a new technology and engineering material into 

the classroom, it is very distracting the first day it is in the room.” 

2/27 “This is a great work for visual discrimination, numeral recognition, sequencing and 

problem solving!” [commenting on LEGO set with instructions] 

3/9 “I have noticed a trend that the technology and engineering activities are almost in 

constant use throughout the work cycle.” 

3/9 “Students will generally only select other [Montessori] works if they are being given 

a presentation from me or conducting follow up work from a lesson.” 

3/10 “Once again, the remainder of the materials selected were the technology and 

engineering works.” 
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 For the duration of this study, evidence suggests that the introduction of these technology 

and engineering works did increase student engagement, but at the same time decreased the 

selection of Montessori materials.  This doesn’t necessarily correlate in lost curriculum, though. 

A further evaluation of the technology and engineering activities suggests that there may be 

similar objectives in these works as their Montessori counterparts. Take, for example, the journal 

excerpt in Table 6 describing the LEGO work dictating the academic content of visual 

discrimination, numeral recognition, sequencing and problem solving. This study is not meant to 

judge as good or bad the increased student selection in STEM materials over Montessori ones. 

 Additional data was collected through a parent questionnaire. This questionnaire was sent 

electronically to both the primary and secondary guardian listed in the student information 

database for each child participating in the study. This was an optional study, although 

encouraged. The questionnaire results showed that seven parents participated in the pre-

implementation questionnaire and six participated in the post-implementation questionnaire. 

There were no surveys recorded from more than one guardian per student, so therefore seventy-

percent of families participated in the pre-questionnaire and sixty-percent in the post.  

 Results of both the pre- and post- parent questionnaire showed that 100% of families 

knew what the acronym STEM stood for. This is not surprising as the school in which this study 

took place markets the integration of Montessori and STEM education. Parents also indicated 

that they felt STEM was an important aspect of their child’s education. All parents in both the 

pre- and post-questionnaire answered either a “strongly agree” or “agree” that they felt STEM 

was important.  

 The rate of students talking about STEM activities that happened in their classroom 

increased significantly between the pre- and post-questionnaire. Only 28.6% of parents indicated 
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that their child talked about STEM activities during the pre-questionnaire whereas 66.6% 

answered “agree” or “strongly agree” in the post-questionnaire. Additionally, 100% of families 

indicated they felt their child demonstrated evidence of STEM knowledge and understanding by 

the end of the research project versus only 57% in the pre-questionnaire
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Figure 16         Figure 17 

 

Pre-Implementation Parent Questionnaire        Post-Implementation Parent Questionnaire 
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Parent Comments on Questionnaire 

The parent comments depicting words that came to mind when their child’s teachers 

talked about STEM and the STEM activities parents engaged in with their children did not have 

a significant change between the pre- and post-questionnaires. The words in the STEM acronym 

were frequently used: Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics. Parents described 

similar activities to those introduced during this study, including building with blocks, Magna 

Tiles and LEGO bricks in addition to science experiments, art activities and going for walks. 

Tables 7 & 8 

Parent Questionnaire Comments 

 

What three words come to mind when your child's 

teachers talk about STEM? 

What activities do you and your child participate in 

that might encourage STEM education? (Please 

note if you or your child participate in these 

activities alone or together.) 
Science, nature, building Go on nature walks, he builds with boxes 
Screen time, science, technology Science experiments such as baking soda and vinegar 

(together) 
Computer, Technology, Math  

Counting and adding all the time! 
Science, Technology Engineering Magnatiles, Baking, Building blocks, legos, cause and effect 

activities 

- both together and alone 
Technology, science, important Unsure 
Science, tech, math Creative art (together and alone), legos (together and alone), 

science experiments (together), building forts, robots, and 

other things with boxes, blankets, and other household times 

(together and alone) 
Science, technology, math Building with legos, building train tracks, making car ramps 

out of household materials, playing with mud outside, 

planting seeds and helping them grow (he does all of this 

both independently and with a parent) 
T 

 

What three words come to mind when your child's 

teachers talk about STEM? 

What activities do you and your child participate in 

that might encourage STEM education? (Please 

note if you or your child participate in these 

activities alone or together.) 
Technology, exploration, creativity Building with blocks, creating with cardboard, being out in 

nature 
Science technology math Math and sciences 
science, technology, math science experiments with baking powder and vinegar and 

building bridges with k'nex 
Painting, project, cardboard boxes Painting, building 
Science, Technology, Engineering Lego & Magnatile Building, Fort Building, Counting, Online 

Learning 
Science technology math  
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Screens Versus Screen-Free Materials 

 The majority of the technology and engineering works in the classroom integrated 

seamlessly into the Montessori environment. The one material that seemed to cause recurring 

struggles was the tablet computer: one cause of the problems may have been because it was the 

only screen! 

Figure 18 

The Tablet Computer 

To further illustrate this point, here is an 

excerpt from an observation journal entry        

(See Appendix I): 

 

 

 

“The tablet computer is beginning to cause 

problems. Two girls today were both waiting 

for a turn, when one got there first the other 

started crying and sulking. She sat in a chair 

and cried and didn’t want to do anything else. 

She is the one who usually sits and waits and 

watches to make sure she can be next to use it. 

This time she began reading a book nearby and 

didn’t notice when someone returned the tablet 

to the shelf. The fact that she missed her turn is 

just going to reinforce her to sit and watch so 

she doesn’t miss her turn.” 
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Similar behaviors were noted in additional journal entries (See Appendix I). Table 9 

depicts different occasions where the tablet computer caused problems such as whining and 

fighting in addition to the journal entry (See Appendix I) described in more detail recounting a 

student who would repeatedly sit and wait for her turn rather than engage with other materials. 

Table 9 

Journal Entry Excerpts – Tablet Computer 

Date Journal Entry Excerpts – Tablet Computer 

3/2 “The tablet computer is beginning to cause problems.” 

3/2 “The tablet computer continues to cause problems.” 

3/6 “I need to buy a timer and create a wait list for the tablet computer!” 

3/6 “The tablet has caused whining and fighting!” 

3/10 “Today I introduced the new timer for the tablet computer…I wish I would 

have started this from the beginning!” 
 

 Even with the use of a sand timer, limiting each student’s turn on the tablet computer to 

ten minutes, students were anxiously awaiting their turn. They even started policing each other: 

Student A: “Student B, your time is up!!”  

[no response from Student B]  

Student A: [louder and more forceful] “Student B, get off there!!!”  

[Student A walks over to teacher]  

Student A: “Student B’s time is up and she’s not getting off!” 

Students also appeared to get annoyed by others watching them play on the tablet 

computer. For example, it was recorded in an observation log (Appendix H) that three students 

had gathered around to watch another student engage with the literacy app on the tablet. The 

student using the tablet did not want to be observed so she shouted, “Stop watching me! Go 

somewhere else!!” After which one of the children walked off crying.  
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The use of a device with a screen seemed to elicit a stronger emotional reaction from 

students than those materials without screens. No negative interactions between students were 

noted with any of the other technology and engineering materials introduced during the study. 

Take for example the following excerpt from an observation journal entry (Appendix I), “This 

has taught me that screen free options are the best for utilization in the classroom environment. 

The other technology and engineering activities I have out on the shelves have been a great 

addition.” There are a number of theories that cold explain these findings, one of which is the 

addictive properties of screens. This is a source of concern for many teachers and parents that 

contributes to the common advice to limit screen time among young children. 

 

Study Limitations and Further Implications for This Research 

Due to this study being cut short from the unprecedented COVID-19 pandemic and 

government mandated school closures and distance learning implementation, not all data was 

collected. This study was scheduled to last six weeks, but the school closure mandate came after 

week five of the study. Therefore, there was one less week of data from classroom observations 

to evaluate. Also, the student post-survey was unable to be administered, therefore having 

nothing to compare the pre-survey results to. Based on the increased level of student engagement 

and selection of STEM materials, it is assumed that student levels of school satisfaction would 

have increased throughout the duration of the study. Furthermore, the effects on student 

achievement were not able to be evaluated since the post- letter identification and letter sound 

awareness assessment was also unable to be administered due to the school closure.  

 There are further extensions that could have been presented given more time. For 

example, only the first Cubetto presentation was introduced. During this presentation, students 
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were just becoming familiar with the coding functions and abilities of Cubetto. Some students 

showed readiness signs for more challenging presentations with this material, such as being 

given start and end points in which they would need to navigate. These same students would 

have been ready to explore the function feature, which allows students to use a single code block 

to direct Cubetto through a series of motions as configured in the function feature of the 

command board. 

 Since children (and humans in general) are naturally drawn to new things, this study 

could be extended over a longer period of time. This would aid in differentiation between the 

STEM activities being selected over their Montessori counterparts because of their novelty or 

their appeal to the child. It would also be interesting to implement a similar study at the 

beginning of the school year rather than introducing new materials mid-year. In addition, it 

would be beneficial to see the effects of a similar study throughout the duration of an entire 

school year. It may also be beneficial to study the learning objectives of these technology and 

engineering materials compared to the learning objectives of the Montessori materials. This 

could guide the need for the integration of these materials within the scope and sequence of the 

Montessori curriculum.  

 

Conclusion and Reflection 

 When carefully planned out, the integration of STEM activities and concepts into the 

Montessori classroom can enhance the environment, even among 3-6 year old children. The 

results of this study showed an increase level of student engagement after the introduction of 

technology and engineering activities into the classroom. Engaged students generally mean 

increased productivity and a calmer classroom environment.  
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 The student comments notated (see Appendix H) while using materials such as LEGO 

bricks and Squishy Circuits indicate the benefit of these materials to students. Students were 

problem-solving, self-correcting and gaining scientific knowledge. Analyzing these comments 

(see Appendix H) also indicated that students enjoyed working with these materials. Many 

students expressed pride in their work and a desire to complete the activity again, even after 

completion. 

Although overall student engagement increased, the selection of Montessori materials 

throughout the duration of the study decreased.  This doesn’t necessarily correlate in lost 

curriculum, though. A further evaluation of the technology and engineering activities suggests 

that there may be similar objectives in these works as their Montessori counterparts. This study is 

not meant to judge good nor bad in the increased student selection in STEM materials over 

Montessori ones, just to note that it occurred.  

The integration of the Montessori curriculum and STEM concepts can be achieved.  

Curriculum mapping can be done to ensure different aspects of STEM are appropriately, evenly 

and accurately integrated into the classroom. Consider what Montessori lessons/materials can be 

enhanced through STEM materials/concepts. What STEM materials could interweave into an 

existing scope and sequence? Refer to Table 1 for examples. 

Just as the individual components of the STEM acronym are advised to be integrated as 

much as possible, so too must these STEM concepts be integrated into the Montessori 

curriculum. There is a harmony and balance that can occur through curriculum mapping and 

alignment and the ability to think outside the box. Both Montessori and STEM curriculums have 

many of the same underlying principles. 
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 Whether or not digital technology has a place in the early childhood classroom, the 

evidence from this study suggests more research needs to be done in this area. Take, for 

example, the observations recorded with the tablet computer. It elicited negative emotional 

reactions from students, addictive properties and arguments among peers. Unfortunately, due to 

unforeseen circumstances, the impact this device had on student achievement was not able to be 

measured. Even if the use of this device increased student academic achievement, the question 

posed is: At what cost? Social and emotional development is an integral piece of the early 

childhood curriculum. There are other ways to increase academic achievement without potential 

repercussions on social and emotional development.   

Technology, in its purest definition (the application of scientific knowledge for practical 

purposes) as well as the definition of engineering (the branch of science and technology 

concerned with the design, building, and use of engines, machines, and structures) are easily 

supported in the early childhood classroom. What’s more, the materials introduced in this study 

(minus the tablet computer) facilitate the education of technology literate students. Technology 

literacy is a vital skill in today’s world. In conclusion, STEM activities can enhance the 

Montessori environment, especially when they are screen free. 
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APPENDIX A 

Institutional Review Board Study Approval Documentation 
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APPENDIX B 

Parent Permission Letter 

Dear parent/guardian, 

As a XXXXXXXX Charter School parent, you’re likely aware that the school aims to 

interweave aspects of STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) into the 

Montessori curriculum. What you may not be aware of is that I, Kristy Fehr, am in my final year 

of pursuing my master’s degree in education. I am currently a student at the University of 

Wisconsin River Falls. As part of the final fulfillments of my program, I am performing an 

action research study in order to gain a better understanding of best practices of STEM 

integration in the Montessori classroom. Your child’s class has been selected to participate in my 

research study. 

 

This study will commence in early February and will be six weeks in duration. During this time, 

new materials with a technology and/or engineering focus will be added to your child’s 

classroom. During the time in which these new materials are integrated into the classroom, I will 

be studying their impact on the Montessori environment through surveys, observations and 

assessments. Any data collected during the study will be anonymous and no identifying student 

information will be used.  

 

Technology/Engineering materials to be implemented in your child’s classroom: 

• Squishy circuits 

• Cubetto Coding Robot 

• LEGO bricks 

• Tablet computer 

• Magnet Blocks 

• Architecture Blocks 

What does this mean for you and your child? 

Your child’s classroom, routine and structure will remain unchanged. No Montessori materials 

will be taken away, rather new technology and engineering focused materials will be added. You 

and your child will be asked to participate in a pre- and post- surveys. I will also be conducting 

observations of student interactions with the materials. I will be watching to see any impact these 

technology and engineering materials have on student engagement and achievement. Student’s 

will be assessed in their letter name and sound identification both at the beginning and end of the 

study. 

 

Thank you for your support in navigating the implementation of STEM aspects in the Montessori 

classroom! 

 

Sincerely, 

Ms. Kristy Fehr   Please sign and return the attached permission form. 
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Informed Consent for Research Participation 

IRB # FY2020-1       IRB Approval 

Date______________________ 

 

Study Title: Is there a place for technology and engineering in the 3-6 Montessori 

classroom? 

 

Researcher 

Names 

Department Contact Information 

1. Kristy Fehr 

 

Education Modern Montessori Charter School 

111 Dean Ave. W.  

Champlin, MN 55316 

612-440-0681 

kfehr@mm-cs.org 

 

We are asking you to participate in our research study.  Participation is voluntary and you may 

stop at any time, including skipping any questions you do not want to answer for any reason. If 

you choose not to participate or stop participating, or skip any questions, there will be no 

negative consequences to you.  Participating will not change anything about your relationship 

with the researcher or school.   

 

Overview of the Research 

 

Purpose of the Study To examine what types of technology and engineering 

materials and activities are appropriate for the early childhood 

child and evaluate the implementation and effectiveness of 

these concepts into a Montessori classroom. 

What you will be asked to 

do 

Since this study is designed to measure the impact of 

technology and engineering activities/materials on student 

engagement and achievement  in the Montessori classroom,  

subjects will not be asked to perform many tasks beyond their 

daily routines in the classroom. At the beginning of the study 

participants' parents will be asked to sign a consent form and 

complete an online parent questionnaire. Student participants 

will be asked to perform a brief survey and oral letter 

sound/identification assessment. During the study, subjects 

will conduct their daily classroom routine with the addition of 

the following (but not limited to) technology and engineering 

activities: Architecture Blocks, Magnet Tiles, LEGO bricks, 

Cubetto Coding Robot, Squishy Circuits, and Tablet computer.  

Amount of time it will take 

you to participate 

Participants will be engaged in this study for approximately 

2.5 hours per day for the duration of a total of 6 weeks (30 

school days). 
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Risks to you if you choose 

to participate 

This study has very minimal risks for participants. It is 

possible but not expected that technology and engineering 

activities introduced to the classroom may temporarily distract 

students from other academic areas.  

 

No long-term risks for study participants are anticipated. 

What we will do to reduce 

the risks 

Recognize potentially distracted students and redirect them to 

appropriate classroom activities. 

Benefits to you or others if 

you choose to participate 

It is anticipated that these new materials in the classroom will 

enhance student learning and engagement. 

Compensation offered to 

you for participating 

None. 

 

 

Confidentiality and Data Protection 

 

Who will see my 

answers/information? 

Information gathered from observations, questionnaires and 

assessments may be compiled into charts and graphs 

submitted to the University of Wisconsin-River Falls. 

Where will my answers/ 

information be stored? 

In a locked filing cabinet at the research site, Modern 

Montessori Charter School. 

How will my answers 

/information be protected? 

Questionnaires and surveys will be kept confidential, and 

pseudonyms will be used for study subjects. 

Mandated Reporting 

Requirements 

 

We are mandated reporters and if we suspect a child or 

vulnerable adult is being abused or neglected, we are 

required by law to report this information to local child 

protection or adult protection agencies or to the police. 

 

Protection of Human Research Subjects 

 

If I have questions about this research I 

should contact: 

Kristy Fehr 

Modern Montessori Charter School 

111 Dean Ave. W. 

Champlin, MN 55316 

612-440-0681 

kfehr@mm-cs.org 

If I have questions or want to complain 

about my rights or how I was treated as a 

research participant I should contact: 

Institutional Review Board Chair 

University of Wisconsin River Falls 

410 S. Third St. 

River Falls, WI 54022 

715-425-0629 

irb@uwrf.edu 
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Signatures: 

 

I agree to participate in this study and understand I may quit at any time and/or skip or refuse to 

answer any questions. 

 

 

Printed Name of Participant 

 

 

 

Signature of Participant         Date 

 

 

If participant is a minor or requires a Legally Authorized Representative: 

 

 

 

Printed Name of Parent, Guardian or Legally Authorized Representative 

 

 

 

Signature of Parent, Guardian or Legally Authorized Representative   Date 
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APPENDIX C 

Student Survey 

1.  I like school. 

 
 

2.  I can work by myself. 

 
 

3.  I pay attention to my work. 

 

4.  I take care of my classroom. 
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APPENDIX D 

Parent Questionnaire – Pre-Project Implementation 
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APPENDIX E 

Parent Questionnaire – Post-Project Implementation 
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APPENDIX F 

National Center for Montessori in the Public Sector Observing Work Engagement Form 
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APPENDIX G 

National Center for Montessori in the Public Sector Observing Work Engagement Form Results  

 

Date # of 

Students 

Engaging 

in work 

Using 

work as 

a prop 

Choosing 

work 

Receiving 

help 

Wandering/interfering Behaving 

disruptively 

2/10 10 5/5 0/0 3/0 0/0 0/3 2/2 

2/11 10 5/3 1/0 2/2 0/0 2/5 0/0 

2/12 9 4/1 2/2 0/0 0/0 3/3 0/3 

2/19 7 6/5 0/0 1/0 0/0 0/2 0/0 

2/20 7 3/3 0/0 1/1 0/0 3/3 0/0 

2/21 10 4/3 0/1 1/1 0/0 5/5 0/0 

2/25 8 3/5 1/0 2/1 0/0 2/2 0/0 

2/26 9 6/5 0/0 1/3 0/0 2/1 0/0 

2/27 8 6/6 0/0 1/1 0/0 1/0 0/1 

3/2 7 6/6 0/0 0/0 0/0 1/1 0/0 

3/4 10 8/7 0/0 0/1 0/0 1/1 0/0 

3/6 8 8/7 0/0 0/1 0/0 0/0 0/0 

3/9 10 7/5 1/0 1/3 0/0 1/1 0/0 

3/10 9 7/5 0/0 0/1 0/0 1/1 0/0 

3/11 10 5/5 0/0 1/1 0/0 4/4 0/0 

 (_/_ denotes students at the beginning and end of the observation) 
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APPENDIX H 

Observation Log: Summary of the Observing Work Engagement Forms  

**All names have been changed and identifying details removed 

Week 1: 

Date: 2/10/2020 (2 minute observation) 

 8:46 am: Works observed:  

• Cinnamon grinding 

• Clove grinding 

• Foam alive 

• Snack 

• Movement (partner yoga) 

Six students actively engaged in the work in front of them, 2 students behaving 

disruptively. At the beginning of my 2 minute observation 3 students were in the process 

of selecting work and at the end of two minutes they began wandering/interfering.  

 

Date: 2/11/2020 (2 minute observation) 

10:04 am: Works observed:  

• Soap grating 

• Bubble making 

• Beading 

• Cutting 

• Moveable alphabet (CVC work) 

• Art 

• Snack 

Three students actively engaged in the work in front of them, 2 in the process of selecting 

work. By the end of the two minutes there were five students wandering/interfering. 

 

Date: 2/12/2020 (2 minute observation) 

 9:36: Works observed:  

• Color sorting with tongs 

• 9s short chain 

• Puzzle 

• Snack 
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Four students actively engaged in the work in front of them, two students using work as a 

prop and three students wandering/interfering. 

 

Week 2:  

Date: 2/19/2020 (2 minute observation) 

 9:25 am: Works observed:  

• Addition strip board 

• Teens board 

• CVC picture cards/moveable alphabet 

• Movement (bean bag toss) 

• Floor puzzle 

• Snack  

Five students actively engaged in the work in front of them. 

Observed student behavior/interactions: 

• Laney focused on addition strip board, very focused even though appeared 

frustrated. She kept moving to the next addition table even though there was a lot 

of noise in the movement area right next to her. 

• Walter bounced from work to work. Smiling. Appeared happy. He would choose 

a work, quickly complete it, return it to the shelf and select a new one. 

• Megan sitting silently alone at a table completing her short vowel sorting work. 

Would take frequent breaks and sit and stare at the work or look around the 

classroom. In and out of focus on her work and making progress albeit slow. 

• Neil and Kevin together in the movement area doing the bean bag toss. Loud and 

giggling, “take that!” as they would toss the bean bag at the target. 

• Kevin – completing a spelling work and wanted to show me the word every time. 

Came up to me with excitement to show me his work. 

 

Date: 2/20/2020 (2 minute observation) 

 9:17 am: Works observed:  

• Cinnamon grinding 

• Paper punching 

• Teens Board 

• 3s Short Chain 

• Snack 

Only three students actively engaged in the work in front of them. 
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Observed student behavior/interactions: 

• Neil approached me while sitting in the observation chair. “Can you come watch 

me work?” 

• Kevin and Corey running through the classroom, Corey chasing Kevin while 

holding a wooden pointer. 

• Louisa and Laney at snack table doing more talking than eating. 

Date: 2/21/2020 (30 minute observation) 

 9:53 am: Works observed:  

• Hundreds board 

• Snack 

• Letters in Rice (sensory activity) 

• Tracing/handwriting 

• Independent reading 

Only four students actively engaged in the work in front of them. 

Observed student behavior/interactions: 

• A cluster of students pushed their chowkis together, closing themselves in against 

a wall. Henry was coloring/drawing on a piece of white paper singing, “Old 

MacDonald Had a Farm.” Other students were conversing while cutting paper at 

their chowkis, “She’s not a mister, she’s a girl” I heard one boy correct another 

after he called the girl sitting next to him a, “mister.” Conversation continued: 

o Corey, “I’m going swimming.” 

o Henry: “That’s fun.” 

o Neil: “’I’m in swimming lessons.” 

o Henry: “We’re really busy!” 

o Walter: “I’m making spy glasses.” 

• Laney and Louisa partner work at the easel. Each had their own piece of white 

paper with a heart drawn on it that they were painting with watercolor paints. 

Using all different colors to make a multicolored art. Sitting on stools close to one 

another sharing paint and water, but each had their own brush.  

o Laney: [pointing to her picture] “This is disgusting, like poop!” 

o Louisa laughed and they continued painting. 

• Megan working alone at a table silently sounding out words in the Boggle game. 

• Kevin – Sitting alone at a table with the sensory rice work, digging out the foam 

letters one at a time. As he found a letter he would put it in the pocket of his shirt. 

Every time he would bend down and show Oscar (who was working on the floor 

next to him) the letters in his pocket. He then put rice in his sleeve. 
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• Oscar working alone on the floor with the hundreds board. Even though he kept 

getting distracted by Kevin he continued on placing number tiles on the board. 

Week 3: 

Date: 2/25/2020 (2 minute observation) 

 9:32 am: Works observed:  

• Writing 

• Tracing 

• MagnaTiles 

• Sharpening Pencils 

• Drawing (art) 

• Observing Other Students working 

Only three students actively engaged in the work in front of them at the beginning of the 

2 minute observation, five children actively engaged at the end of the 2 minute 

observation.  

 

Observed student behavior/interactions: 

• Three girls sitting in the classroom library reading together. One would say a line 

from the book and the other two would immediately repeat it. Cheerful, happy 

smiles and some giggling, but focused. 

• 10 am: Louisa was introduced to the Magna Tiles. She interrupted my 

instructions, “I already know how to do it!” She immediately began building and 

narrating to another child observing, “I made a pizza. [pretending to eat a slice-

one triangle shaped magna tile] Num. Num. Num.” Continued to build without 

instruction and cleaned up appropriately. Didn’t need a formal lesson since she 

was familiar with the materials and had observed another child work. 

Date: 2/26/2020 (3 minute observation) 

 9:34 am: Works observed:  

• LEGOS (set with directions) 

• Magna Tiles 

• Phonetic Object Box #1 

• Classroom Surveys. 

Six students actively engaged in work at the beginning of the observation, and 5 children 

actively engaged at the end of the three minutes, but three more were in the process of 

selecting work. Only one child was moving aimlessly. 

 

Observed student behavior/interactions: 
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• Magna Tiles in CONSTANT use all morning. As soon as a child returned them to 

the shelf another child had them out! 

• First LEGO free build lesson 

o 9:00-9:10 Megan listened intently to directions, very focused. Very 

precise as she followed each step and snapped on the corresponding 

LEGO. One snapped off as she was snapping it on, “Ouch!” then put it 

back in its place without a sound. Megan tried to help. Louisa: 

[loud/demanding] “No! Don’t touch my work! I don’t need any help! I’m 

a big girl.” She then started telling me she had been to the White House. 

“We’ve been there. In the United States.” Me: “When did you go?” 

Louisa: “This Friday we didn’t have school. We drove there in the middle 

of the night. My grandma picked me up. It was a short drive. We only had 

to stay there two nights. [Laney walks over] Did you know, Laney? I went 

to the American States? [Pointed to the now complete LEGO white house 

set] I been there.” She looks at me and then says, “Can I do it again? I 

want to try to do it without looking at the instructions. It will be a 

challenge!!” 9:10 – 9:30 she rebuilt the LEGO White House from memory 

without referencing the instructions. When complete she disassembled all 

pieces and put the work away. 

o 9:40 Laney had already observed Louisa, so just needed brief instructions. 

She began building after getting her workspace set up. She was silent and 

focused. She followed each step in order. One piece fell off, “The roof fell 

off!” She tried three times and couldn’t get it attached. “Ms. Kristy, can 

you help me get this back on? It fell off. How come this roof keeps falling 

off?” Me: “Let’s go back and check the steps to see if it assembled right.” 

She looked at the instructions, looked at her structure and instantly 

identified the error. She assembled two small pieces then attached the 

roof. “Oh, I forgot to put these one. There we go.” She then went through 

all the steps and completed the structure. Once complete she said, “I want 

to build it again without the instructions. She disassembled every piece 

then immediately started rebuilding it. It wasn’t in the same order as the 

instructions, but the end product was the same.  

Date: 2/27/2020 (2 minute observation) 

 9:32 am: Works observed:  

• Spindle Boxes 

• CVC Moveable alphabet (picture cards) 

• LEGOS (instructions) 

• LEGOS (free build) 

• Magna Tiles 

• Brain Flakes 
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Six students actively engaged in the work in front of them out of the 8 in the class. The 

most engaged percentage of the class engaged at one given time since I began observing. 

One was in the process of selecting work and only one was wandering/interfering. 

 

 

Observed student behavior/interactions: 

• Megan spent 1 hour on the LEGO free build material. 42 minutes in she smiled at 

me as I walked by and said, “Did I show you the secret door?” She showed me the 

door and said, “It’s so bad guys can’t come in. There are vampire bad guys.” 

Another student asked, “Where are the mans?” She replied, “It doesn’t come with 

the LEGO people.” 

• Corey struggled with the LEGO instructions presentation. During one step he 

needed to find two identical LEGOS and he found two very similar LEGOS. He 

also struggled with his fine motor skills as he had to make multiple attempts to 

snap the LEGOS in place. “This is hard.” He said as the sides kept collapsing 

when he tried to put the roof on. He persevered, removed the sides then attached 

the top before reattaching the sides. He was able to secure the roof. He did 

eventually make it through every step and complete the structure. He dissembled 

every piece and put the work away carefully.  

Week 4: 

Date: 3/2/2020 (2 minute observation) 

9:31 am: Works observed:  

• Tablet Computer – Literacy App 

• LEGO free build 

• Cubetto coding robot 

• Stacking Cups 

• Snack 

Six students actively engaged in the work in front of them out of the 7 in the class. Only 

one was wandering/interfering. 

 

Observed student behavior/interactions: 

• Fighting over tablet. Megan and Louisa both were waiting for a turn. Louisa got 

to the tablet first as Megan was not paying attention. Megan started crying and 

sulking. 

• Oscar – LEGO free build – 45 minutes on task – [explaining his creation to me] 

“This used to be a plane, but it can transform into a robot. The robot can kind of 

break really easily, but it can go here to go up.” 
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Date: 3/4/2020 (2 minute observation) 

9:26 am: Works observed:  

• Sand Tray 

• Tablet Computer – Literacy App 

• Cubetto Coding Robot 

• LEGO free build 

• Squishy Circuits 

• Handwriting 

• Card making 

8 of 9 students actively engaged at start. Only one was wandering/interfering. 7 of 9 

actively engaged after two minutes as one student had completed a work and was in the 

process of setting up another one. 

 

Observed student behavior/interactions: 

• Squishy Circuits – “I’m gonna do it again and I want you to watch me!” Starts 

following directions on card. “Was I supposed to roll this one out? [looks at 

directions] “Oh, not yet.” [puts white playdough back and gets yellow playdough] 

“Ewww…it’s so gooey, it doesn’t even look like playdough.” She followed the 

directions as I read them aloud during her first presentation. She was successful 

on her first attempt…which isn’t always the case! One eye didn’t light up, so we 

investigated. The LED wire was in the white playdough instead of the yellow. We 

trouble shot and fixed it! After her excitement of both eyes lighting up a small 

crowd formed around the table to view the playdough snail with lit up LED eyes. 

• Tablet computer causing problems. Megan just sitting and watching – waiting – 

not able to focus on anything else.  

Date: 3/6/2020 (2 minute observation) 

9:30 am: Works observed:  

• Tablet computer – literacy app 

• Cubetto coding robot 

• LEGO free build 

• LEGO instructions 

• Culture – Animal Sort 

 

ALL 8 students actively engaged in their work for the whole two minute observation! 

One child completed a work during this time and was in the process of selecting another 

work at the end of the observation.  
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Observed student behavior/interactions: 

• Students started policing tablet. Louisa, “Laney, your time is up!!” [no response 

from Laney] Louisa [louder and more forceful] “Laney, get off there!!!” [Louisa 

walks over to me] “Laney’s time is up and she’s not getting off!” 

Week 5: 

Date: 3/9/2020 (2 minute observation) 

9:05 am: Works observed:  

• Tablet computer 

• Cubetto coding robot 

• Architecture Blocks 

• LEGO (instructions) 

• Playdough 

• Art 

• Snack 

 

7 of 10 students engaged in work. One student was in the process of selecting work while 

another was not engaging with the materials in front of him/her. Only one student was 

wandering or interfering. Although there were only 5 students recorded at the end of the 

observation as engaging in work, there were 3 in the process of selecting a new work and 

only one student wandering/interfering. 

 

Observed student behavior/interactions: 

• Students were all working independently. 

Date: 3/10/2020 (2 minute observation) 

9:24 am: Works observed:  

• LEGO (instructions) 

• LEGO (free build) 

• North America continent map 

• Tablet computer 

• Squishy Circuits 

• Lock Boxes (Sensorial) 

 

7 of 9 students engaged. One student in the process of selecting work and only one 

wandering/interfering. Although only 5 students were actively engaged at the end of the 

two minute observation, the remaining 4 were in the process of selecting work. 
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Observed student behavior/interactions: 

• Squishy Circuits: “This is really squashy.” As she rolled out the orange dough she 

said, “A bigger hot dog!” She then blew on her hands. I asked, “What are you 

doing?” She replied, “Warming my hands up to make them warmer.” She then 

proceeded to roll the dough and said, “This needs to be fatter.” She was warming 

her hands to help soften the cold dough.  

Date: 3/11/2020 (2 minute observation) 

9:25 am: Works observed:  

• LEGO (instructions) 

• LEGO (free build) 

• North America continent map 

• Tablet computer 

• Snack 

• Moveable alphabet 

 

5 of 10 students engaged. One student in the process of selecting work and three were 

wandering/interfering. Four students wandering/interfering by the end of the two minute 

observation. 

 

Observed student behavior/interactions: 

• Louisa (LEGO free build) “Look at!” as she proudly showed me her LEGO 

creation. Excitedly she said, “I’m going to do it again without looking at the 

directions!” A student working nearby replied, “I can build anything if you ask 

me.” 

• Tablet – 3 students gathered around to watch Laney play. “Stop watching me! Go 

somewhere else!” One student walked away crying. 

• This was a pajama and stuffed animal day, so many students were distracted by 

their stuffed animals which was deterring form the usual morning work cycle. 
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APPENDIX I 

Observation Journals 

**All names have been changed and identifying details removed. 

Week 1: 

 

Date: 2/10/2020 

 The first day of my research project is finally here! Students have been assessed with the 

letter name and sound identification and I’m preparing the surveys to go out to both students and 

parents. I’m glad I have a couple of weeks to prepare the actual technology and engineering 

activities as I still am perfecting how to present them. I am going to try to stay true to Montessori 

philosophy as much as possible. I purchased small LEGO landmark sets and am separating each 

set in a basket with a small sheet of laminated instructions. I’m trying to figure out how to make 

the Cubetto robot a more independent activity. Hopefully these two weeks of observing my class 

will help me finalize these last steps. 

 

Date: 2/12/2020 

 Wacky Hair day….definitely a higher energy day than normal. I’m not sure how good of 

a baseline I’m getting, starting my research project during spirit week. So far today has been the 

most distracting day as students walked in with colored mohawks! Students were struggling to 

stay focused on work today. The works that did seem to engage the students the most today were 

practical life works.  

 

Date: 2/14/2020 

 Valentine’s Day! I’m not sure I can really count this as a day, as our normal routine was 

off. It was even more so after school being canceled yesterday due to our school being closed 

from the extreme cold. It does make me think introducing these new technology and engineering 

materials will be successful though. For our Valentine’s Day party, I had different stations with 

activities that the students rotated through. The student decorated Valentine’s bags and delivered 

valentines to friends, used candy hearts for a sorting and graphing activity, sliced and prepared 

fruit for a fruit kabob snack, and used paper and heart cut-outs to create a unique effect 

painting/stamping with bubble wrap. The students were very engaged, and our classroom was 

QUIETER than normal. I’m sure it helped that we had a parent volunteer at each station to keep 

the students on task, but I think just having new activities that weren’t usually out on the shelves 

is what engaged the students the most. I predict that the new technology and engineering 

materials will foster more engagement initially, but that it will wain as does any new activity 

introduced to the classroom. 

 

 

Week 2: 

 

Date: 2/19/2020 

 After a four day weekend for students due to Presidents’ Day and a Professional 

Development Day, it was a calm morning. It follows our general pattern…after a break from 
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school the students are usually more engaged in materials upon their return. We also had two 

kids out sick today, one of which is one of the higher energy kids in the class. A good amount of 

my daily energy is spent redirecting this particular child. I was able to work with each student 

and sit and have some time to observe my class. 

 

Date: 2/20/2020 

 Today was even calmer than yesterday! We had three students out sick today and when 

there are only ten students in the class, that leaves a very small class. It was nice that our class 

was smaller today though, since I had a very anxious student who needed a lot of one-on-one.  

 

Date: 2/21/2020 

 We had a full class today. All our little friends who were sick are healthy again! The 

students started off really engaged with their work, but by 10 am I only had 3 kids engaging in 

age appropriate work. The noise level today was MUCH higher than the preceding days. I sat 

and observed longer than I typically have today as I’m trying to observe what some of my 

students are drawn to. I have a very social class this year. As I sat and observed I noticed that 

only one student was working alone. They all want to work with a partner or in small groups, but 

ultimately end up distracting one and another. This is also the final day before I implement my 

technology and engineering activities and I am trying to decide which, if any, I will allow as 

partner or group work. As I sat and observed I am reminded of how Maria Montessori introduced 

her lessons. She was intentional about teaching every step and would do so one-on-one with a 

child as often as possible. I have a tendency to want to be more efficient and teach some lessons 

to the entire class at large group. I need to be intentional about how I introduce these new 

materials in order to accurately measure their effect on the classroom. 

 

 

Week 3: 

 

Date: 2/25/2020 

 The magna tiles seem to be too simple for most students and many of them have 

commented that they have them at home. With such a small set (8 pieces) it limits their building 

ability. I realized that the page of ideas includes structures that require more pieces than I have. 

This is frustrating as this page of building ideas came in the set I purchased. I’m not sure how 

much they’re learning from them. For now, it seems to be something that keeps them 

“entertained” at least and quietly working independently. 

 

Date: 2/26/2020 

 I’ve decided that some of these new technology and engineering works are going to have 

to be presented in groups as it is very time consuming to introduce every new material 

individually to every child. All week all I’ve been doing is introducing these new works and our 

other lessons are at a standstill. I’ve decided to introduce the LEGO free build, architecture 

blocks and tablet as group lessons. The LEGO set with instructions, Cubetto the coding robot 

and the Squishy circuits in individual presentations. I’ve noticed that each time I present a new 

technology and engineering material into the classroom, it is very distracting the first day it is in 

the room. It catches all of the children’s attention and they all want to observe students work 

with the new material.  
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Date: 2/27/2020 

 I made some realizations today about the LEGO with instructions work. I was observing 

Corey as he struggled to not only follow the steps but find the appropriate LEGOS and attach 

them. It was very evident that he needs more visual discrimination work. More than once when 

he was required to find two of the same LEGO he found two very similar LEGOS that weren’t 

quite the same.  He struggled to snap many of the LEGO bricks in place but kept persevering. 

These are not new areas of concern for him, but it was uplifting to see him keep trying. With 

other fine motor work, I have done with him he has a tendency to give up when it gets hard, but 

with the LEGOS he kept trying even when it was getting frustrating for him. This leads me to 

believe this work is more motivating for him to push through his difficulties and frustrations. 

This work is great for visual discrimination, numeral recognition, sequencing and problem 

solving! 

 

 

Week 4: 

 

Date: 3/2/2020 

 The tablet computer is beginning to cause problems. Two girls today were both waiting 

for a turn, when one got there first the other started crying and sulking. She sat in a chair and 

cried and didn’t want to do anything else. She (Megan) is the one who usually sits and waits and 

watches to make sure she can be next to use it. This time she began reading a book nearby and 

didn’t notice when Laney was finished, and Louisa began her turn. The fact that she missed her 

turn is just going to reinforce her to sit and watch so she doesn’t miss her turn. 

 

Date: 3/4/2020 

 I introduced Squishy Circuits today! They were a big hit. I’m glad I chose the simplest 

creation as even the snail is a bit challenging. One of the LED light wires broke already, so that 

is disappointing. I hope they don’t continue to break. The students were SO excited when the 

snail’s eyes lit up! The tablet computer continues to cause problems.  

 

Date: 3/6/2020 

 I need to buy a timer and create a wait list for the tablet computer! After Megan missed 

her turn on Monday, she has continued to sit and wait and watch other students pay on it – even 

though she can’t hear the sound since they wear headphones! I think she is addicted. The tablet 

has caused whining and fighting! This has taught me that screen free options are best for 

utilization in the classroom environment. The other technology and engineering activities I have 

out on the shelves have been a great addition. The class is much more engaged than they have 

been previously.  

 

 

Week 5: 

 

Date: 3/9/2020 

 My class was really engaged today. They were almost all working independently, which 

isn’t usually the case. I have a very social group of students that love to work together either with 

a partner or in small groups. I have two particular pairs of students who tend to follow one 
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another from work to work and love working together. I have noticed a trend that the technology 

and engineering activities are almost in constant use throughout the work cycle. Students will 

generally only select other works if they are being given a presentation from me or conducting 

follow up work from a lesson. It has made the classroom environment much calmer and quieter 

and easier for me to present lessons. Since I am the only adult in the classroom, this has been 

very helpful! 

 

Date: 3/10/2020 

 Once again, the remainder of the materials selected by students were the technology and 

engineering works. Today I introduced a new 10 minute sand timer for the tablet computer. It 

made a HUGE difference. I sensed that it alleviated some of the anxiety students were appearing 

to have wondering when they would get their turn on the tablet. When I introduced the timer, I 

explained how long 10 minutes and that each student would have time to take a turn each day. I 

also explained that if a student gave themselves more time (or restarted the timer) that they 

would lose their turn the next day. Amazingly, students were not policing each other as much as 

I had anticipated. I wish I would have started this from the beginning. 

 

Date: 3/11/2020 

 This was an off day. With my University Supervisor coming on Thursday and no school 

on Friday, I had to collect data today even though it was pajama and stuffed animal day. As 

suspected, the stuffed animals were a distraction. This is a reward the class earned from the 

pledges they raised during last week’s fundraiser. I attempted to coerce the students to “show 

their stuffed animals a work” and see how many works they could show their stuffed animal 

during the morning work cycle, but it didn’t work. Only about half the students were engaged 

during my observation. Many of them were playing with their stuffed animals.  

 

 

 


